
Hurley 2nd v Fulmer Saturday 2nd July 2022 

Hurley CC 

Name How Out Bowler Runs    

Clive Williams lbw b  Waqas Hashmi 0    

Jasdeep Singh  b  Namit Pandey 8    

Akash Singh† ct Peter Bradford b  Joseph Acland 32    

Monu Singh ct Waqas Hashmi b  Angus Spratling 21    

Ravi Singh  b  Angus Spratling 12    

Phil Ridgeway ct Nigel Field b  Angus Spratling 6    

Aman Singh ct Kashif Hashmi b  Joseph Acland 4    

Sher Singh  b  Joseph Acland 11    

Pargat Singh  b  Joseph Acland 12    

Hamzah Zaman not out  9    

Joban Singh*  b  Joseph Acland 2    

Extras b (1), lb (3), w (15), nb (4) 23  

 Total 140  

 Wickets all out   

* = Captain, † = Wicket Keeper Overs 32  

 

Bowler Overs Maidens Runs Wickets   

Waqas Hashmi 9 2 32 1   

Namit Pandey 7 1 27 1   

Angus Spratling 8 4 31 3   

Joseph Acland 7 1 42 5   

Rajaram Bhuvanendran 1 0 4 0   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fulmer CC 

Batting  

Name How Out Bowler Runs    

Kashif Hashmi ct Akash Singh b  Joban Singh 38    

Priyan Vijay* ct Jasdeep Singh b  Joban Singh 0    

Nigel Field lbw b  Joban Singh 18    

Brijesh Lath  b  Aman Singh 34    

Angus Spratling  b  Ravi Singh 21    

Peter Bradford† lbw b  Ravi Singh 0    

Waqas Hashmi  b  Ravi Singh 0    

Namit Pandey not out  9    

Joseph Acland not out  14    

Tom Acland did not bat      

Rajaram Bhuvanendran did not bat      

Extras b (6), w (1) 7  

 Total 141  

 Wickets 7   

* = Captain, † = Wicket Keeper Overs 35.1  

 

Bowler Overs Maidens Runs Wickets Wides No Balls 

Joban Singh 12 2 32 3 0 0 

Hamzah Zaman 6 0 34 0 0 0 

Aman Singh 11.1 1 51 1 0 0 

Ravi Singh 6 1 18 3 0 0 

 

Result: Fulmer won by 3 wickets. 

A Shepherds Lane afternoon that was expected to be a two-horse race between the visiting 
team and the weather almost produced a surprise winner.  League newcomers Fulmer 
arrived with a record of seven from seven, and Hurley were short of several regulars 
because of holidays and one family emergency.  With that in mind, and looking at a hard 
pitch with a vivid green tinge, resolutely bat-first opener Clive Williams tried to persuade 
strongly stick-’em-in stand-in captain Joban Singh to well, stick 'em in.  Perhaps affected by 
the fluctuating atmospheric pressure - or possibly just tired of an old lag telling him what to 
do - Joban won the toss and opted to send out Williams and Jasdeep Singh to face the 
runaway leaders. 
 



Fulmer had brought an all-pace bowling unit, who must have been encouraged by the 
humid, swing-friendly conditions and the lively pitch.  Waqas Hashmi certainly was, as he 
swung the last ball of the first over into Williams’s toe somewhere near the nine-foot 
protected area mark and won an lbw decision.  This brought in the in-form Akash Singh, who 
scored 32 of the 89 runs added during his innings, but lost three more partners in the 
process.  One of these, Monu Singh, contributed 21 to a third-wicket partnership of 51. Ravi 
Singh (12) played two sumptuous drives before being bowled and wickets then fell steadily 
to some pacy bowling and some overambitious shots. Significantly, Fulmer held all their 
catches.  Of Hurley’s batters, only numbers 1 and 11 failed to hit a boundary but even a low 
total of 140 was achieved only with the help of 23 extras from some wild bowling - including 
15 wides and four no-balls for over-height full tosses.   
 
All this lasted only 32 overs of the possible 47, leaving Fulmer 58 to score 141 runs for 
victory.  Run rate was never going to be a challenge but the weather might yet be; menacing 
banks of cloud were massing beyond the famous London Plane.  Opener Priyan Vijay tried 
too much in Joban’s first over and spooned a catch to Jasdeep at midwicket.  Nigel Field 
joined Kashif Hashmi, and the pair added 55, punishing anything short from Joban or Hamza 
Zaman.   Field was lbw to Joban and Hashmi top-edged a pull that was calmly caught by 
keeper Akash.  At 61-3 Hurley were back in the contest but Angus Spratling and Vijesh Lath 
added another 54 for the fourth wicket, leaving only 26 to get.   
 
From 115-3 it should have been a stroll, but Ravi instigated a collapse by bowling Spratling 
and having keeper Peter Bradford lbw for a duck. Two breaks for showers caused further 
confusion. Lath was bowled by a beauty from Aman Singh, and Hashmi emerged to bat in a 
surprising sunhat, only to be bowled by Ravi for another duck.  At 119-7, Fulmer were, if not 
actually in trouble, then as close to it as they’d been all season.  Hurley’s fielders put bodies 
on the line, determined to stop every run, but a couple of miscues off Ravi went agonisingly 
out of reach of the close catchers and a few more sneaked to the boundary to take Fulmer 
past the winning post.   
 
Hurley can reflect on a determined effort in the field - only 7 extras - but also on a batting 
performance of wasted wickets and lost opportunities to build partnerships, which are 
habits that will have to change to maintain a top-of-table place in the second half of the 
season. 
 
Finally, everyone at Hurley wishes Mandeep Singh and his father in India well. 

 


